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The texture of speech was introduced into general philology by Iu.V. Rozhdestvensky. In his Introduction into General Philology course he used this concept to refer to the tangible embodiment of language signs having physical properties and thereby changing the habitual forms of social and linguistic practice [Rozhdestvensky, 1996. P. 21 and further]. Let us take a closer look at these.
Emergence of new ways of sign production
The spoken texture is connected to speech, which is a natural ability of human, though acquired in the course of evolution. writing materials and products were natural and easy to dispose [Kim, 2014] .
Press is an industry with all of its typical attributes: editors as entrepreneurs, printing houses as manufacturing facilities, and sales outlets. A text becomes a means of earning, creating copyright.
Mass communication is connected with
the voluntariness and intensive development of "language technologies", from the most basic newspaper to modern electronic typing, radio and television communication.
Emergence of a new way of text and knowledge existence
Emergence of speech caused existence of [Manovich, 1998; 2001. P. 194-212] .
Here I would like to distinguish between two cases: a hypertext and a database. A hypertext as a technology which allows to make a reference not only to fragments of the given text, but also to other texts, physically and virtually located in different places. Therefore, there occurs a nonlinear structure with reference-link points. A database as a specific kind of text was described by L. Manovich [1998 Manovich [ , 2001 
